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Abstract

The widespread use of the Web in distance learning,
the particular nature of the distance learning student
and the dispersion of the relevant information sources
increase the importance of developing interactive sys-
tems, which adapt to the information and communica-
tion needs of each student. We have developed a multi-
agent decision system which adapts to the user’s needs.
To best accomplish this, we have chosen heterogeneous
agents which combine the solutions learned with dif-
ferent bias corresponding to different machine learning
methods (C5.0, Naive Bayes, Progol, Backpropagation,
Tilde and Autoclass).

Introduction

In order to solve the problems characteristic of Distance
Learning (DL) Education on the Web we have con-
structed a multiagent architecture, which is intended
to be adaptable to the user’s needs (Boticario & Gau-
dioso 1999) and which is based on a combination of
techniques applied in intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)
(Weber & Specht 1997), adaptive hypermedia programs
(AH) (Brusilovsky 1996) and learning apprentice 
tems (Dent et al. 1992). It falls into the category
of so-called Web-based Adaptive Educational Systems
(Brusilovsky 1998). The learning apprentice approach
is intended to expand the initial knowledge base in or-
der to reduce the effort required in user decision-making
(adaptive hypermedia).

Considering the advantages of collaborative learning,
the multitude of separate tasks involved, the unpre-
dictability of the result and the dispersion of the re-
sources, we have opted for a multiagent architecture;
specifically, we have chosen a multiagent decision sys-
tem. The language used in the communication between
agents is KQML (Finin et al. 1994) and the content
of the messages is represented in KIF (Genesereth 
Fikes 1992). The concepts of the messages depend on
the ontologies used, in this case, educational ontologies
(Chen & Mizoguchi 1999).
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System architecture

The system provides: a distributed system architecture,
a communication protocol used by the agents, a dis-
tributed learning algorithm, a conflict resolution mech-
anism and a distributed decision-making algorithm.

The system is implemented in terms of a multiagent
decision approach and is organized as follows. Two
main components are involved: the user interaction and
the adaptive module (see figure 1). The first is imple-
mented by the interface agent and is in charge of the
organized presentation of the different types of material,
this presentation being designed to achieve the highest
usability. This module provides a single, integrated re-
sponse to the user.

The adaptive module is composed of the following
types of agents: user model agent, user modeling agent,
material agent, pedagogical agent, contact agent, ser-
vice identification agent, service model agent, service
modeling agent and coordinator agent. The first four
provide the basic functionality of an ITS. The next four
are useful for identifying, by collaborative filtering, the
system services that are of interest to users with simi-
lar profiles. Finally, the coordinator agent broadcasts a
problem instance description (user’s request) between
the agents involved in that problem. This agent is also
in charge of constructing a single response to the inter-
face agent.

In more detail, the adaptive module consists of a dy-
namic multiagent system (agents join or leave the sys-
tem) with weak coupling (they may, or may not, par-
ticipate in each task). We have chosen heterogeneous
agents in order to combine the solutions learned with
different bias corresponding to different generalization
methods: C5.0, Naive Bayes, Progol, Backpropagation,
Tilde and Autoclass for clustering. To implement this
combination, a special type of agent has been intro-
duced: the advisor agent. Several advisor agents learn
the competence range of each of the other agents. A
task is only distributed to those agents that have been
proved to be competent in that task. In this manner, we
aim to establish a gradual process of agent specializa-
tion with concrete architectures for specific problems.

We distinguish two phases: application of learned
knowledge and adaptation to the individual user
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Figure 1: System’s general architecture

through learning tasks. In the first, the interface agent
makes a request to the coordinator. Depending on the
request, this agent asks the advisors for the agents com-
petent in the tasks involved in that request (the in-
tention here is to improve on other approaches that
distribute the same task to every agent in the sys-
tem (Gir~ldez, Elkan, & Borrajo 1999)). In the sec-
ond phase, when the interaction with the user has fin-
ished, with the available training examples (those that
have been collected), the advisor agent learns the com-
petence of each agent involved in the adaptation task:
the model agent and the service agent. The task of
learning the user model and that of learning the service
model are implemented using the different generaliza-
tion paradigms that constitute the various modeling op-
tions: service modeling agent and user modeling agent.
The service identification agent selects the services that
interest a significant number of users through clustering
techniques.

Interaction with the system
The system is designed to provide new information, ac-
cording to the user’s needs (in terms of dynamically
generated web pages which resemble web portals in
many cases), and new communication channels of inter-
est to him/her (news, shared workspaces, contact with
students with similar characteristics ... ), during each
session.

The user is aware of the dynamic aspect of the in-
teraction through: different presentations of the same
information (project, hide, annotate), changes in the

order in which interface elements appear, changes in
the level of interaction (in accordance with the inferred
user skill level) and different information descriptions.

The user interface has two different working areas
when the advice given by the system cannot be inte-
grated in the information presented or when the advice
information is contextual and has no effect on the in-
formation shown. The system keeps two different inter-
action traces, one for each area in the interface. When
the interface agent makes a request to the coordinator
agent, the latter agent divides the previous traces and
stores them.

These traces are used as training examples in order
for the advisor agents to learn the degree of competence
of the agents involved in the adaptation task (the user
and service model agent), once the interaction with the
user has finished. The following of a link recommended
by the system is considered a positive training exam-
ple since in this case the advice given by the system
coincides with the option chosen by the user.

Once the advisor agent has picked a certain agent (a
user and service model agent) as the most competent
to carry out a given task, the latter writes the data in-
cluded in its model to the database, thus ensuring that
at any moment in time, the system database contains
the best model built up to that moment. In this way,
any agent needing some data from these models can
consult the database and if the sought-after attribute
has already been learned, it does not need to make any
more queries since it can simply read the value from the
database; otherwise, it must first ask the corresponding
advisor agent which agent is the most competent for the
task at hand and then ask the modeling agent picked by
this advisor agent for the value of the attribute. This
use of the database enables a personalized response to
the user to be given more efficiently. In this design, the
consistency between new values being introduced in the
database and values already obtained from the database
is maintained. To do so, an update-message mechanism
is established between the agents that modify the data
and those that read it.

The system therefore carries out two fundamental
learning tasks: one when the different modeling agents
infer a certain value of their corresponding models; an-
other when the advisor agents learn the degree of com-
petence of the corresponding modeling agents, once the
interaction of the system with the user has finished.

Another agent with learning tasks is the service iden-
tification agent. It selects the services that interest
a significant number of users through clustering tech-
niques; the intention here is for the system to learn
the characteristics determining which services may be
of interest for a given user.

As stated above, when the user makes a request, the
interface agent sends it on to the coordinator agent. In
order to respond to the former agent’s request, the lat-
ter agent builds an instance of the page requested by
the user in its knowledge base. As well as the attributes
which define the page (page title, author ... ), this
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page instance contains an attribute to store the set of
recommendations that the system has inferred for that
particular user: next recommended link, newsgroups of
interest, complementary material which could be con-
sulted or any other action which may be advisable (to
go to a particular workgroup, share a particular docu-
ment ... ). The values of this attribute are obtained
from the replies of the other agents to the coordinator
agent’s requests.

Finally, the coordinator agent sends the interface
agent the page instance described above; the latter
agent then builds the page to be presented to the user
in accordance with his/her preferences and needs, and
with a view to obtaining maximum usability and access
speed. The actions and criteria which this agent fol-
lows to build the page are defined in its corresponding
knowledge base.

It should be stressed that the dynamic construction
of web pages following the recommendations inferred
according to a user model (that the system learns and
builds) is not the only dynamic aspect of the system; all
the tasks currently carried out by the system (curricu-
lum sequencing, adaptive navigation support, adaptive
presentation and adaptive collaboration support) are
modeled in the knowledge base of the agent responsi-
ble for executing them as if they were other entities
of the system. In this way, an agent can modify the
definition of the task which it executes if necessary, in
order to better adapt itself to the needs of the student.
The other tasks which we plan to implement (intelligent
analysis of student solutions, interactive problem solv-
ing support and example-based problem solving) are
treated similarly.

In order to clarify some of the basic processes trig-
gered when the user interacts with the system, below
we present the communication sequence initiated when
the student requests a specific resource via a link to an
HTML page. We suppose that the user has previously
connected to the system so that some data concerning
him/her is available to it.

In the example considered, a request by the student
for a page of the practical exercise module triggers the
execution of the adaptive collaboration support task
(carried out by the contact agent) and the adaptive
navigation support task (carried out by the pedagog-
ical agent), leading the system to propose both new
links related to the requested page (adaptive naviga-
tion support), as well as contact with other students
who have completed the exercise in question and con-
sultation of related newsgroups (adaptive collaboration
support). In this example we assume that the material
agent has not found any recommendation to give to the
student.

In order to be able to identify the connecting user,
the elements of each area of the interface mentioned
above and any other additional information needed to
build a personalized response (apart from the name of
the requested page), certain parameters are added to
links to system-built pages. In the example at hand,

the link which the student requests is:
<href= ’ ~ webdl?advice+computed+id-usr+clas, html ’ ’ >

The link attribute advice indicates that the link
requested has been recommended by the system.
Elements that have the attribute computed are not yet
constructed and have to be constructed on the fly by
the adaptive module. An existing element doesn’t have
this attribute and the adaptive module can return it
immediately, in parallel with the construction of the
corresponding advice.

Figure 2 shows the transfer of messages taking place
when the student requests a specific exercise page. In
this example, the contact agent needs to know which is
the user’s preferred contact medium and therefore asks
the model agent chosen by the advisor agent; this agent
infers the value of this attribute (in the example, it is
inferred by applying C5.0), stores it in the database and
then replies to the contact agent that requested it.
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Figure 2: Flow of messages produced in an interaction
of the user with the system (follow the sequence num-
bers)



State of development of the project

Currently, the basic architecture of the system has been
implemented and it has been applied to the access to
the course material of the machine-learning course of
the Computer Science degree at the Spanish National
University for Distance Education.

The system tasks which are planned are: curriculum
sequencing, intelligent analysis of student solutions, in-
teractive problem solving support, example-based prob-
lem solving, adaptive presentation, adaptive collabora-
tion support and adaptive navigation support. Those
which have been implemented are: curriculum sequenc-
ing (of the course material), adaptive collaboration sup-
port (of the course practical exercises), adaptive presen-
tation and adaptive navigation support (for every page
constructed by the system).

At present, we have only experimented with potential
users; these experiments have validated the proposed
architecture in adaptation tasks previously described.
However, we expect to complete a comparison of the
responses of the system in the different tasks in the
course of the current academic term.
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